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Sustainable development

‘Development that meets the needs 
of present generations without 
jeopardizing the possibilities for 
future generations to fulfill their 
needs’ 
(UN World Commission on Environment and 

Development 1987)

http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/019282080X/ref=sib_dp_pt#reader-link


Current consumption patterns have high 

environmental impacts



Added to our production activities 4/7 planetary 

boundaries are being crossed (Steffen et al. 2015)



Quality of life is currently achieved by crossing 

planetary boundaries (O’Neill et al. 2018)



Can technological innovation solve this?

To achieve an average year-on-year 

reduction in emissions of 4.9% with 0.7% 

population growth an 1.4% income growth 

technology has to improve by 

approximately a 7% every year. Almost 10 

times faster than it is doing now’. (Jackson 

2008).



So what can we do?



The most effective alternative might be 

to produce and consume less stuff

But……..

1) What about the poor?

2) What about jobs?

3) What about wellbeing?



The poor 

• It is true that the poor might need to consume more but the 

rich might also need to consume less.  It is about 

inequality.



Jobs are not problem if shorter working weeks are 

considered 

• Countries with shorter average hours tend to have a smaller 

ecological footprint. 

• Those who work less tend to be more productive hour for 

hour than those regularly pushing themselves beyond the 40 

hours per week point.

• A shorter working week would help to redistribute paid and 

unpaid time more evenly across the population so lower 

unemployment levels.

• Working less would help us all move away from the current 

path of living to work, working to earn and earning to 

consume. 

By Anna Coote from the New Economics Foundation



Happiness and growth in 
the US (Layard, 2005)

Happiness and Life Satisfaction do not depend on

consuming more!!!



Producing and consuming less might be good for 

people and the environment but politically 

uncomfortable …
Common argument: Lower 
economic growth associated with 
recession, joblessness and political 
unrest
Alternative argument: Low 
inequality and work-time 
reduction associated with high 
levels of health, subjective 
wellbeing and environmental 
conservation. Economic growth 
not.

Sustainable development 
demands changing the 
rhetoric!



Thanks!Thanks!


